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CONCETTUALE
design Leonardo Mercurio

Concettuale is a table clock, but at the same time a sculpture. The idea is to imagine two circles, one of which is material 
and the other is imaginary determined by the hands. A fusion between the two elements that characterize and give per-
sonality to the object. As the name itself implies, it is a minimalist table clock, characterized by two main elements, the 
base, composed of two vertical slabs of numerically controlled marble, coupled, which support a visible circular metal ring 
in the central part between the two. which, crossing with the movement of the hands, create another imaginary circular 
ring, giving life to a real abstract clock.



Leonardo Mercurio designer ad art director of Materium, born in 
1985, graduated in 2011 with honors in “Progettazione Artistica per 
l’impresa” at the Brera Academy of Fine Arts. Attracted by the Jap-
anese minimalist style, he began his professional experience with 
Setsu & Shinobu Ito - ITO Design Studio of which he was project / 
manger for 10 years. He collaborates with companies such as An-
tonio Lupi, Materium, Meme Design, Sawaya & Moroni, Riva1920, 
Désirée, Adrenalina, Lago, Guzzini, Lavazza, Hands on Design, Fiam 
Italia, Reggiani, Giovanardi, etc.

Leonardo Mercurio
Designer / Art Director

CONCETTUALE Table Clock
Materials _ Nero Marquinia marble / Details bronze
Dimensions _ w420 x d110 x h525 mm



KODO
design Setsu & Shinobu ITO

The word “Kodo”, like the heartbeat, in Japanese expresses the dynamics of the movement of life. The energy that arises 
from within the round face, which looks upwards marks a positive time towards the future. As if he was hiding his soul within 
himself. Made of monobloc white Carrara marble, it is worked with numerical control technology and then finished by hand 
like a real jewel. The hands are made of laser-cut metal with two types of finish: burnished or 24kt gold.



Setsu & Shinobu ITO
Designers

KODO Table Clock
Materials _ White Carrara marble / Details brunished
Dimensions _ w240 x d80x h400 mm

Setsu & Shinobu Ito are both Japanese designers with a broad work 
experience in architecture, interior and space, surface, product, in-
dustrial and packaging design. They opened their design studio in 
1997, and since then, they work and consult for international clients, 
in a wide range of activities in the design. Setsu Ito, graduated from 
Tsukuba University in Japan, began collaborating with leader of 
avant-garde italian design Alessandro Mendini, and then with great 
master of modern architecture and design, Angelo Mangiarotti. 
Shinobu Ito, graduated from Tama Art University in Tokyo, started 
her career for CBS Sony in Sony Creative Products and attained a 
Master Degree at Domus Academy, Milan. Their works have been 
presented and exhibit all around the world and also have been 
published in many books and magazines. They also received de-
sign awards such as: : “Compasso d’ Oro” (2011, Italy), “Compasso 
d’ Oro Menzione d’ Onore” (2011, Italy), “Red Dot Award Best of the 
Best” (2016, Germany, Singapore), “Design Plus” (2016, Germany), 
“NY NOW Best Product” (2017, USA), ”The Good Design Award (2001, 
Japan), “Mastro d’arte della pietra” (2019, Italy_ since 1319 this award 
for the 700th anniversary of the traditional award given to the stone 
artist Maestro) and many other international design awards.



BLOCCO
design CARA \ DAVIDE

Blocco is a compact and sculptural wall clock, composed of rigorous geometric forms whose relationship to one another 
are transforming throughout the day. Both the base and hands are in solid marble.



CARA\DAVIDE, multidisciplinary design studio based in Milan, 
is a collaboration between Cara Judd (South Africa) and Davide 
Gramatica (Italy). Their works are characterised by an ongoing re-
search in material, territory and perception of geometries. They pro-
duce their own series of products working closely with artisans in 
Italy and South Africa. Their collections are represented by galleries 
in Europe and USA. In the same way, they work closely with brands 
to produce new collections and have recently been commissioned 
to design interiors such as retail spaces and exhibition scenogra-
phies. Cara and Davide both lecture in the Product Design Depart-
ment at IED Milan and Como. Their clients include Aybar Gallery, 
Mint Gallery, Galerie Philia, Kuliss Gallery, Rinascente, Medulum, 
Uniqka, Portego, Muuto.

CARA \ DAVIDE
Designers

BLOCCO Wall Clock / Table Clock
Materials _ Verde Guatemala Marble
Dimensions _ w150 x d100 x h150 mm



NO TEMPO
design Joe Garzone

Designed on the concept that the time we live in is relative, it is not certain, it becomes an unknown, assuming that in a 
parallel universe there is another time that runs faster or perhaps slower, the indicator of the certainty of our time is given. 
from the movement of the hands in a precise, punctual and inexorable way. Hence the certainty of what is visible to the 
eye; in parallel, the invisible, the no time, the unknown of what runs extremely fast or on the contrary, a space-time that 
cannot be seen. Two perfectly symmetrical halves opposed by matter and not matter, hands that abandon the certainty of 
the visible to flow into the void of indefinite space.



His classical humanistic background is completed and it gets re-
fined with the Degree in the Faculty of Architecture at “Sapien-
za University of Rome “. It is precisely in the Capital, caput mundi, 
that Joe focuses his interests and research, which have outlinedits 
well-recognizable stylistic number, with clean and essential lines, 
also from the aspiration to perfectionism and the harmony of design 
well tangible. Supported by a team of professionals, and valid col-
laborations, he mainly deals with architecture and product design, 
with an undeniable versatile approach, which ranges from furnish-
ing accessories to fashion accessories up to high jewelry. 

Joe Garzone
Designer

NO TEMPO Table Clock
Materials _ Structure Black Matte / Details Black Nickel / Fumè Glass / Black stained oak
Dimensions _ w375 x d140 x h500 mm
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